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Lesson #1 Job 1:1
 I. What is happening to the United States of America 

 A. There is a creeping loss of freedom
 B. There is a great overreach of government
 C. There is loss of privacy
 D. There is a lack of integrity
 E. Sin is an anachronism to most people
 F. There is a war on Christianity
 G. The Laws of Divine Establishment including volition, marriage, family and nationalism are 

no longer sacrosanct in the United States of America
 1. When these laws designed by God to protection, orderly function and perpetuation of the 

national entity and Human Race are mocked or disregarded then the result is confusion, 
frustration, and despair in the country and souls of the people.

 2. Our nation is doing just this.
 3. WE see degeneracy everywhere and have leaders who mislead and even lie as policy
 4. We see a bankrupt nation with insurmountable debt 
 5. We promote homosexuality and witness countless broken homes and families 
 6. We see escalating violence everywhere 
 7. Churches fail miserably to teach the word of God.

 H. Under a thin vainer of abundance and prosperity lies decay in all strata of society in the United 
States of America.
 1. Cultural, social, economic, military, political, judicial.
 2. Humanism is the predominate thinking in the public forum of our society
 3. Environmentalism and a new God and Christianity is attacked because it is clinging to the 

bible and opposes the direction we see our nation going today.
 4. The American dream today is receiving FREE ENTITLEMENTS
 5. People don’t care that welfare and government entitlements have become the highest goal 

and security in life and don’t care that someone else must pay for their lethargy.
 6. Taxes increase in the working populace in order for the government to provide more 

handouts.
 7. The rich are vilified as leaches in society who hoard all the money in society which 

justifies redistribution of wealth which is in fact government theft.
 8. The true result is soaring national debt and the welfare system we have is unsustainable 

and thus poverty increases constantly.
 9. In the end there will be economic collapse and rise of tyrannical government as seen 

historically.
 I. We also showing weakness in the face of foreign challenges to national security.

 1. We are powerless to stop Iran to gain nuclear weapons and intimidation of North Korea
 2. Islamic terrorism is alive and well and an imminent threat.
 3. Russia and China have more influence in the world than the United States of America.
 4. The military is now a laboratory for social change.
 5. The United States of America is wavering very much in its support of Israel and this is a 

corner stone of the client nation to God.
 J. This is reflected in personal lives.

 1. Escape to pleasure is the only agenda for many many people.
 2. People rely on self gratification to avoid the reality of their unhappy personal 



circumstances.
 3. The indulge in alcohol and drugs and promiscuity for pleasure
 4. These all fail to fulfill expectations of happiness and satisfaction and contentment.

 K. Bible Doctrine is denigrated as ineffective and thus there is no advancing Spiritual Life 
among believers 
 1. There is no Divine Viewpoint to counter the Cosmic Dynasphere in the souls of believers.
 2. The substitute is political activism and emotional experiences in our churches such as 

speaking in tongues, healing, contemporary music and meaningless services.
 3. Believers are thus ill equipped to handle the problems of the society at large.

 L. We as a people and nation are headed toward disaster of monumental proportions and the 
question is ARE YOU READY FOR THIS DISASTER.
 1. Can you face the disintegration of everything you have known in life.
 2. Are you ready for freedom to be severely limited or disappear
 3. Are you prepared for military reverses or terrorism in your own area
 4. Are you ready to be persecuted as a Christian.
 5. The only real lasting solution to these problems is a spiritual one.

 M. The prime objective for2014 is to be prepared for adversity or disaster which may come in the 
near future whether personal or national.
 1. 100 years ago in Aug 1914 began one of the greatest disasters the world has ever known 

called World War I.
 2. We must be trained in Bible Doctrine so that we can apply the principles of Bible 

Doctrine to handled whatever may come.
 II. The greatest disaster in history and how this believer handled it; Job.

 A. Jare == Reverence or respect for God
 1. Job received massive amounts of Bible Doctrine some received from God himself Job 

38-39
 2. He followed all the rituals prescribed by God.
 3. He had maximum Metabolized Bible Doctrine in his Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 

and would need it for the disasters which would come to him.
 4. He was very successful with great lands and successful business and a large family.

 B. Satan accused Job and God permitted the adversity to job in order that God might be glorified 
and Job vindicated.
 1. This was a test of the effectiveness of the word of God and the Spiritual Life of Job.
 2. The disasters God allowed occurred all in one day and Job was wiped out in every area of 

prosperity Job 1:13-21.
 3. His servants were massacred and livestock stolen and then a his sheep and more servants 

killed by a fire, then the Chaldeans stole his camels and more servants were killed and a 
storm hit and destroyed his house and killed all his children.

 4. The only thing left to job was his wife and she was a liability when job lost his health in 
Job 2.

 C. Job fell into terrible grief for his losses Job 1:20 but he never forgot his Bible Doctrine and his 
Spiritual Life carried him through the tears 
 1. He never wavered in trust of God even through such disasters and continued to trust in 

God through this whole nightmare.
 2. He made one of the greatest statements of Grace Orientation ever made by anyone.
 3. Job recognized that god’s grace was greatest in the greatest weaknesses and disasters.

Job 1:1-
v1: There was a man in the land of Uz (Syria or Edom), whose name was Job; and that man was blameless, upright, with 
experiential righteousness, a Spiritually Mature believer with Divine Viewpoint in his Stream of Consciousness of the Soul, 
having ultimate respect for God whom he knew and loved with Reciprocal Love for God, turning away from evil. 
v21: And he (Job) said, “Naked I came into this world from my mother’s womb, and naked shall I return (at death), The 
Lord Gave (Life at Birth), and the Lord has Taken away (Physical Death), blessed be the name of the Lord
v22: In all this Job did not sin nor blame the Lord.



Job 2:9-10
v9: Then his wife said to him, "Do you still hold fast your integrity? Curse God, and die." 
v10: He said to her, “You speak as a silly woman would speak.  Shall we indeed accept good from God and not accept 
adversity”, In all of this Job did not sin with his life.

 D. Then comes the new set of problems in 3 close friends
 1. True friends are those who remind us of Bible Doctrine when we need our lives 

stabilized.
 2. Those who stand by you no matter what occurs are true friends.

Job 2:11-

 E. Thanks to his friends he got his eyes on himself and began to blame himself.
 1. He took full responsibility and did not try to push his problems off on others.
 2. He then cursed the day  he was born.

Job 3:3-
v3: "Let the day perish wherein I was born, and the night which said, `A man-child is conceived.' 
v4: Let that day be darkness! May God above not seek it, nor light shine upon it. 
v5: Let gloom and deep darkness claim it. Let clouds dwell upon it; let the blackness of the day terrify it. 
v6: That night -- let thick darkness seize it! let it not rejoice among the days of the year, let it not come into the number of 
the months. 
v7: Yea, let that night be barren; let no joyful cry be heard in it. 

 F. This was a case of extreme deprivation but was NOT a sin of blaming God for the problems.
 1. Without Bible Doctrine people always blame God.
 2. Job was confused by these events but did not blame God for his problems.
 3. Job was questioning what he had done wrong and took total responsibility for his 

problems.
 G. God does in fact allow evil to happen and it is already in this world and Satan as the head of this 

fallen world promotes EVIL as his policy.
 1. There is no evil in God nor does he ever sponsor evil, Ps 5:4, thus blaming God for any 

problems we have is saying God sponsors evil.
 2. In the Plan of God even evil in this world works to our advantage. Rom 8:28

 H. Principles:
 1. Job knew in his Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and was convinced that the Plan of 

God was always right and correct and never questioned God.
 i. This is the beginning of application of Bible Doctrine.

 2. Job thought he had sinned and this was his only concerned
 3. He said if he was not in sync with the Plan of God he believed it would have been better 

for him to never be born.
 i. Job did not want to fail God.
 ii. This was a disaster no believer wants to shoulder and he would not do this.

 4. He was correct in the importance of the Plan of God and he would come to understand 
that the Plan of God includes disaster and adversity and things we would not rather have 
happen but Rom 8:28 shows it is all for our benefit.

 5. Job did not need to lament or place blame but simply needed to wait and be patient and 
watch the Plan of God unfold in his life.
 i. As long as we live God has a plan for our life.

 6. Job’s Motto was “Blessed be the name of the Lord NO matter what happens”
 I. Eliphaz was the epitome of the Self Righteous believer who made the assumption erroneously 

that Job had sinned and told this to Job.
 1. In spite of his wrong conclusion he actually gives him some solid doctrinal information.

Job 5:8
V8: "As for me, I would seek, or inquire of or consult with Positive Volition, God for salvation, for his will, and I would 
commit or place my cause with the Faith Rest Drill 4 Stages before God; (this is how to meet and overcome problems)

 2. He told Job to rebound if needed and bring his problem to the Lord 



 3. Then apply Bible Doctrine and leave the outcome in the hands of the Lord.
 4. This is the formula for the Relaxes Mental Attitude under pressure and this is the best 

thing we can do in adversity and disaster.
 5. Job could  say with a Relaxes Mental Attitude “why should I worry it does not help”

 i. This works both in disaster and adversity.

Lesson #2 Job 5:8
 I. How to handle adversity and disaster in life:

 A. Job is probably one of the greatest believers in Human History to handle disaster.
 1. God allowed these disasters to happen to Job to allow him to become a great witness for 

God in the Angelic Conflict.
 2. Ultimately he understood that the Grace of God was entirely sufficient for his life.
 3. The Plan of God even though not always understood at the time was in his best interest.
 4. Job ended up depending solely on the Plan of God rationale from the Metabolized Bible 

Doctrine in his Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 5. He offered proof of the all sufficiency of the Plan of God and word of God in the Angelic 

Conflict.
 6. Not understanding all the reasons for the hardship and suffering in his life all at one time 

he still stood up under pressure being oriented to the Grace of God and Bible Doctrine of 
the word.

 7. Even the greatest disasters which life offer to you is a great opportunity for spiritual 
growth through our continued Grace Orientation attitude.

 8. When personal disaster strikes us we don’t always comprehend God’s purpose in our 
suffering which is generally to learn to depend on him and apply his doctrines.

 9. Job’s focus like ours must be on the Lord not the circumstances in life.
 10. The great enemy of all believers is reactive emotionalism 

 B. Principles:
 1. Emotionalism is the opposite of Job 5:8, seeking the Lord and putting your case before 

him.
 2. Emotionalism is an extreme and unhealthy indulgence in emotion.

 i. Emotion is a great appreciator but when it gets out of control it stifles thinking 
and prevents application of Bible Doctrine

 3. It brings irrationality which contradicts the stability of Divine Viewpoint.
 4. It is the enemy of using the Spiritual Life to overcome adversity and disaster.

 C. In spite of his grief and legitimate sorrow Job kept his focus on God and placed himself in his 
hands.
 1. Our focus must be on the Metabolized Bible Doctrine in our Stream of Consciousness of 

the Soul 
 2. We must consult the Lord from his Bible Doctrine consistently.

 D. For believers there are certain forms of Positive Volition which are inadequate for crisis,   
semblances of Positive Volition which demonstrate failure of believers:
 1. Positive Volition Based on a flash of emotion

 i. These believers are temporarily inspired for the Lord.
 ii. This cannot be sustained
 iii. These believers become distracted by circumstances and this is a false Positive 

Volition and is unstable.
 2. Positive Volition which occurs when disaster occurs manifesting itself by seeking a 

quick solution from God by finding the easy way out.
 i. “GOD make is stop hurting”
 ii. These believers turn to the  Lord but with impatience and they implore the Lord to 

solve immediately the current dilemma 
 iii. They pray for relief and apply Bible Doctrine to the crisis but won’t continue with 



Bible Doctrine consistency
 iv. Job asked for teaching and correction in his life (Job 6:24) and wanted to be show 

how he erred and wanted to get back into the Plan of God.
 v. Job had difficulty in understanding his disasters (Job 7:11) and at times he was 

overwhelmed by bitterness and self pity which solves nothing.
 vi. There are always pivotal moments in suffering when we must recover from our 

doubts and keep moving in our Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 
Metabolization and application of Bible Doctrine.

 vii. We must continue to trust in the Lord as his support never disappears.
 viii. We must leave behind our grief and anger and move ahead with consistent 

Positive Volition to Bible Doctrine despite our situation.
 3. The Nod to God crowd 

 i. They are very intermittent in their Perception, Cognition, Inculcation & 
Metabolization of Bible Doctrine.

 ii. They absorb the bear minimum of Bible Doctrine to make sure God is on their 
side and will bless them.

 iii. They are generally on the verge of some big deal of prosperity and are looking for 
God to bless them because of this temporary orientation to him.

 iv. As their prosperity increases their Positive Volition wanes again and they get 
caught up in materialism and their volition fails and the Spiritual Life becomes 
negative.

 4. Those with a traumatic experience
 i. They become involved in some debilitating overt sin and their life has fallen to 

the pits.
 ii. They try everything to fix their destroyed life but it all fails.
 iii. Their Positive Volition seeks a shock treatment from God and they basically have 

been traumatized into Positive Volition 
 iv. They false into a Spiritual Life and some will stick in the Spiritual Life and some 

will not.
 v. Job had consistent Positive Volition and is found in believers who use rebound 

consistently and who in both good and bad times seek the word and Plan of God 
in all situations good and bad.

 vi. Prayer is fine for relief of pressure but it is better to pray for guidance in 
adversity.

 vii. Prayer as in Job 5:8 urges us to throw our cause on God in times of unrelenting 
suffering as in Ps 40:4

 viii. We must avoid Human Viewpoint and throw our cause onto God.
Job 5:9
v9: I commit my cause to he who does great things and unsearchable things without human merit, marvelous or 
miraculous things without number (GRACE in the life of the believer in or out of fellowship): 

 E. God provides from his omnipotence where nothing exists.
 1. God bestows in the lives of maturing believers great and unsearchable things and 

wonders without number.
Job 5:10-16
v10: he who gives rain upon the earth and sends waters upon the fields providing prosperity to the agricultural economy; 
(God’s benevolent Deeds)
v11: he sets on high those who are lowly, he glorifies and prospers those oriented to Grace, and those who mourn are lifted 
to peace. 
V12: He frustrates the devices of the crafty, so that their hands cannot achieve success. 
V13: He takes the sneaky ones in their own craftiness using their devices to ruin you for their ruin; and the schemes of the 
contentious and implacable are brought to a quick end. 
V14: They meet with darkness in the daytime going in a fog, and grope at noonday as in the night being disoriented. 
V15: But he delivers the humble person oriented to grace from the sword of the mouth of the trouble maker, the needy 
from the hand of the mighty or powerful. 



V16: So the humble oriented to grace or one without resources have hope, and injustice or iniquity neutralizes what is said. 

 2. He encourages and helps those who are down trodden and in need.
 3. He frustrates the deceivers and those who perpetrate disaster on the believers   

including the greatest perpetrators of disaster the government.
 4. He delivers those who are slandered and without refuge.  
 5. He delivers in disaster because he and he alone can accomplish these great things   
 6. Mark 10:37 reminds us that NOTHING is impossible with God.  
 7. God will be the cause of snatching away or deliverance from impossible disaster.  

 F. The promises of God for deliverance ARE REAL but the believer must have in  his Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul assurance to apply that Bible Doctrine rationale.
 1. Otherwise the believer will become bitter, resentful and blame God and turn to Human 

Viewpoint as a solution which does not work.
 G. 4 common catastrophes mentioned for all believers:

 1. Famine
 i. Financial problems personally or nationally both of which can effect your family

 2. Warfare
 i. You may or may not be experiencing war but the nation is facing an implacable 

foe.
 3. Scourge of the tongue

 i. We may or may not be the object of slander or maligning but at some time you 
have or will.

 4. Facing Death
 i. Sooner or later we all do.

 5. These can be personal or national or both.
 6. V19 tells us that EVIL will not touch us so long as we remain consistent with Bible 

Doctrine.
 H. Principles:

 1. Metabolized Bible Doctrine protects the mentality of our Stream of Consciousness of the 
Soul from emotionalism.

 2. The disaster will not have an evil effect on our attitude nor our Spiritual Life, if it did we 
would have  no way to overcome it.

 3. Without Bible Doctrine we will become uncertain, reactive, miserable and angry at God ,  
this is evil.

 4. Anger toward God leads to bitterness in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul which is 
an evil effect leading to disaster in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul and in the 
Spiritual Life.

 5. If you are advancing in the Spiritual Life disaster will not warp your soul nor destroy 
your life.

 6. This is easy to say but to practice this is much more difficult.
 II. The 4 general disasters 

 A. We must never allow evil into our thinking nor the course of our life. (See a definition of evil as 
Human Viewpoint or the policy of Satan and the Cosmic Dynasphere)

 B. Famine which is economic disaster in the agricultural economy.
 1. This is failure of crops resulting in hunger or starvation.
 2. Today it is more than loss of food but is depression or recession and general economic 

disaster both personal or national or both.
 3. You don’t need to have a crystal ball to know that our economic situation is without hope.

 i. The more who stop looking for work the more who enter welfare the greater the 
taxes increase to pay for this.

 ii. This becomes a vicious circle of loss of employment, lost of incentive, exorbitant 
taxation, a deteriorating business climate and mounting national debt totally 



linked.
 iii. Ultimately the whole economy will break down.
 iv. Without reducing government spending  or entitlements the debt will overrun us 

and this is our FAMINE.
 v. Government structure today has become an octopus of bureaucratic tentacles 

without regulation and this type of government cannot solve problems but it is the  
problem.

 vi. The politicians cannot admit the looming disaster for fear of losing their power.
 vii. WE listen to their deception and lies and fall into lies and they prefer living on 

other peoples money and like the entitlements and this false safety net and 
entitlement mentality is a national disaster.

 viii. When this collapses we see from the trends of history there will be blood in the 
streets from riots, looting, Mayhem and WORSE as we see in Europe.

 4. The promise of God is that he will redeem actually deliver the maturing believer 
from death
 i. The believer will be delivered out of harms way.
 ii. This does not mean we will have money when others are totally broke.
 iii. This is not necessarily a promise of no discomfort or hardship but a promise of 

deliverance from death.
 iv. He will deliver us from death in order that we might fulfill his plan for our life 

until it is time for us to leave this earth.
 5. Principle of Deliverance from famine or death  

 i. God in his grace has a plan and purpose for each maturing believer even in   
disaster.

 ii. He will protect and deliver you through anything so that you might fulfill that   
purpose.

 iii. If he has a plan he wants you to fulfill it and he will provide the means to do it.  
 iv. You can be caught in the pressure and adversity of the disaster but just because   

our plan is not working this does not mean his will not.
 v. He will provide the means of living in order to preserve you to fulfill his plan.  
 vi. If you are fulfilling Job 5:8 and seeking and inquiring of God he will take you   

where you need to go.
 vii. Not running from the circumstances but relaxing and facing the circumstances   

fulfilling God’s purpose and plan for you through the disaster.
 viii. When you place your cause before God Adversity will be the most exciting time   

of your life if you are prepared but this is only for the believer with maximum 
Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul 1Pet 5:7

 ix. Evil will never have any effect on you.  
 6. Principle of Death redemption or deliverance:

 i. No believer can be removed from this life by economic disaster unless God 
permits it.

 ii. Therefore as long as you are alive God has a plan for your life and God will 
deliver you from your demise in depression.{

 iii. God in his matchless grace will physically provide enough for you to carry  
out his plan.

 iv. If you die you die as ESTHER said but if he does not take us out of life then 
we will be provided for until we complete his plan.

 v. This is our status regardless of our personal current condition.

Job 5:19
v19: From six crises, catastrophes or disasters, he will deliver or rescue you, mature Believer, furthermore in seven the evil 
of satanic Doctrine will not meddle with nor touch or produce its desired effect on you, 



v20: In famine or economic disaster he will redeem or deliver or purchase or preserve you, Mature Believers, from death, 
In war or military Disaster from the power of the sword in battle,

Lesson #3 Job 5:21
 I. Job in disaster had a Relaxes Mental Attitude in disaster by placing himself in the hands of God.

 A. Nothing is impossible with God.
 1. He can bless you and you can still have adversity and still receive blessing.

 II. The 4 general disasters continued:
 A. War or pressures of combat of any kind, he delivers from the powers of the sword.

 1. God protects the Christian soldier in combat.  
 2. This is a promise to civilians caught in the middle of a war.  
 3. We have not had war in the United States of America but now we have war on our   

doorstep and in our own backyard.
 4. All our security measures in place do not guarantee immunity from war.  
 5. From All types of weaponry God will protect you from death.  

Deut 20:4
v4: For the Lord your God is the one who goes with you to fight for you against your enemies, to save or deliver you.

 6. Training for war makes great warriors and training in Bible Doctrine produces great and  
prepared believers for anything.

 7. The believer prepared with Bible Doctrine is in Job 5:22 we will laugh at violence:
 i. This means having a sense of humor or a Relaxes Mental Attitude under greatest 

possible pressures.
 ii. Laughing indicates an inner tranquility and the believer using Faith Rest Drill (4 

categories) and has Grace Orientation and a Personal Sense of Destiny and having 
Spiritual Self Esteem who is occupied with the person of Jesus of Nazareth, The 
Christ is one who is growing in the Spiritual Life to Spiritual Maturity.

 iii. Such a believer can smile under the pressures of life and is the picture of 
confidence in the midst of violence
 a. This is a great soldier in leadership and is calm when pressure is greatest.
 b. Believers with a strong mature Spiritual Life should be very calm under 

great pressure.
 iv. Believers respond to disaster with joy from Sharing the Happiness of God through  

Divine Viewpoint in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.
 a. We must have Divine Viewpoint thinking in our Stream of Consciousness 

of the Soul to focus on instead of on our pressures.
Neh 8:10
v10:  The Joy or Sharing the Happiness of the Lord is your strength or Relaxes Mental Attitude under disaster.

 b. Our joy is strength in midst of violence of war or criminal aggression.
 c. When I am weak I am strong with Bible Doctrine.

Is 54:17
v17: No weapon which is formed against you shall prosper, this is the heritage of the servants of the Lord and their 
vindication is from me declares the Lord.

 d. No one touches a believer in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ unless it is part  
of the Plan of God

 e. If it is in the Plan of God then we know it is right and we must not be 
concerned about it.

 8. No physical attack of any kind should bring us fear.
 i. No violent confrontation will bring fear or terror neither will we have illusions 

about the horrible capabilities of the Old Sin Nature of man.
 ii. You will see man with the eyes of reality and not be fooled by utopian schemes
 iii. You will put in perspective the violent crimes we see in our nation today around 

us.
 iv. Fear will not inhibit nor stymie your life nor change your life in any way.



 v. We will not opt for security over freedom which is what terrorists want.
 vi. Fear will be offset by focus on the promises and rationales of the Faith Rest Drill 

(4 categories).
 B. The scourge of the tongue or verbal sins of gossip, maligning, slander, lying deceptions.

 1. These are designed to destroy their target.
 2. We will be hidden from the scourge of the tongue.
 3. Today we see Christians and Christianity being constantly vilified and condemned in 

favor of islam this will never effect us.
 4. If someone is jealous or angry they will inevitably employ verbal sins against you.
 5. God will not hide you from angry jealous people who will talk about you.
 6. You hide yourself by:

 i. Exercising Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine as in Job 5:8
 ii. If you have Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the 

Soul you will have secured your own hiding place as it is a mighty fortress in your  
Stream of Consciousness of the Soul.

 iii. When you fulfill Job 5:8 and pursue Bible Doctrine you have hidden yourself 
from any verbal assault.

 iv. When you are hidden verbal assaults do not intrude on your self esteem and your 
self esteem is not lowered because someone has a bad opinion about you and says  
it to others because we have Spiritual Self Esteem from Bible Doctrine.

 v. Instead of wearing feelings on our sleeve and reacting with emotionalism and 
desiring retribution against the scourger we will continue in a Relaxes Mental 
Attitude and rise above the pettiness and vindictiveness.

 vi. We will realize the more we are slandered the more blessing you will receive from 
the Lord and when they curse you they bless you and curse themselves with their 
slander.

 vii. If you don’t have Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of 
the Soul you will not be able to hide yourself and will be hypersensitive and 
vulnerable to vengeful motivations.

 viii. If you don’t  hide self you will react with Mental Attitude Sins from self pity to 
bitterness to hatred to vindictiveness and this is a horrible way to live.

 ix. If this is the case your Spiritual Life will go down I flames when you seek to 
vindicate and justify self when slandered.
 a. God always vindicates us and this is the heritage of the believer and 

nothing can assail you neither liable nor defamation of character.
 C. DEATH

 1. Violence is seen in military disaster in war but it can take place anywhere.
 2. Drivers with road rage, knockout games, gang shootings, terroristic bombings, etc.
 3. Nations in decline will experience escalating crime and murders.
 4. There is also terrorism
 5. Then the instrument of death such as guns will be blamed instead of the real cause the 

depravity of the Old Sin Nature.
 6. The Old Sin Nature of man expressed in violence in this world cannot be stopped.
 7. There is no human solution to violent demonstrations of man’s Old Sin Nature 
 8. There is no legislation n or confiscation of weapons which will stop the violent 

propensities of man.
 9. No government will ever bring in a utopia where violence does not exist.
 10. In the United States of America there are millions who know nothing about reality 

and seek just this since they have nothing else to look for.
 11. How hard is it to look a the Human Race and not realize that man is NO DAMNED 

GOOD.
 12. This world is not becoming a less violent place, 



Mark 13:7
v7: and when you hear of wars and rumors of wars do not be frightened for those things must take place.

 i. This is for the tribulation specifically but if this is for the future then what will 
occur until then is also similar.

 ii. There will never be peace in our time ever.
 iii. There will always be conflict and war in the world until the millennial reign of 

Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ.
 13. We have people with no sense of reality in our government 
 14. Believers do not ever have to be frightened by the vicious evil propensities of man 

including vicious murderous violence.
 15. Violent death is often seen as the greatest catastrophe of live and the fear of this type of 

death is extensive and the pain of death is dreaded and everyone wants to die in their 
sleep or not at all.

 16. Such constant fear of violence belays happiness and contentment in life.
 17. You cannot have fear and a Relaxes Mental Attitude as they are mutually exclusive 

and only Metabolized Bible Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul will 
bring the Relaxes Mental Attitude

 18. The believers has nothing to fear in life ever if he is prepared from consistent 
Perception, Cognition, Inculcation, Metabolization & Application of Bible Doctrine 
and this includes Sharing the Happiness of God 

 19. With this attitude of maximum of contentment and joy in the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul you can equate adversity with prosperity and it does not 
matter.

 20. You can equate living with dying Heb 12:2
 21. This divine Sharing the Happiness of God comes from spiritual advance and the 

development and deployment of the Problem Solving Devices in our souls 
 22. We can live with contentment in the midst of everything happening in our current 

situation in the United States of America.
 D. Sharing the Happiness of God 

 1. It conquers the problems of despair, desperation and human fear even of violent death.
 2. Such happiness never depends on people nor on circumstances of life whether rich or 

broke this is never the reason for happiness or lack of it.
 3. Sharing the Happiness of God is an enduring and self sustaining attitude.
 4. A Share of the happiness of God will maintain our confidence and peace and 

tranquility in the face of violence and death which is all around us.
 5. You will laugh  at death and no set of circumstances will ever defeat you especially 

violent death and you will have absolute confidence and when it is your time to depart 
you will go with maximum delight and enjoyment and joy Job 5:21-26

 6. No matter what you are going through in life in eternity you will have eternal happiness.
 E. You do not have to fear weapons of war or any instrument of death and they cannot kill the   

believer until the Lord permits it.
 1. You are safe from all violence of any weapon and do not need to fear  when you know   

no violence can reach you unless it is part of the Plan of God.
 2. If it is in the Plan of God then we never need fear anything in the Plan of God.
 3. WE are assured of being in the Plan of God when we consistently take in Bible Doctrine 

and move ahead in the Spiritual Life.
 F. Personal security will never be a problem in violent times. Job 5:24

 1. From a Relaxes Mental Attitude you will know that your residence is protected in all 
of your temporal life.

 2. God’s Wall of Fire surrounds your property as well as your person.
 3. The tent is your dwelling and also refers to  your body.
 4. You are assured personal security even in violent times.



 5. God protects your property and when you leave home God will provide protection 
and you do what you can to secure your property and then trust in the Lord 
handling the rest Job 5:8 putting trust and our cause in the Lord.

 6. Even if something is taken or missing we have no fear of loss for we still have the 
source.

 7. Whatever we might lose there is nothing in this life which we must fear.
 8. If we have loss in life the Lord has given and may take some away but we will 

always receive from the Lord what we need in this life.
 G. Fear of disaster which would wipe out the Human Race Job 5:25

 1. World wide disaster will never terminate the Human Race 
 2. Propagation of humanity will continue and generations of man will continue and no great 

international violence, nuclear war, asteroids, climate change ever will eliminate the 
Human Race.

 3. God has laid out in the bible the future of the Human Race and it does not contain the 
destruction of man.

 4. Millions die in great disasters but it does not ever destroys the Human Race nor any part 
of it.
 i. Revisit the Holocaust and Joseph Stalin in Russia and the communists in china 

killing MILLIONS
 5. Your offspring will be many meaning that the living must not fear for their progeny.
 6. The believers in your progeny are also under the special care of the Lord and we must 

never worry about them but put them in the hands of the Lord.
 7. Our children have the same Bible Doctrine and promises which will see us through and 

they must choose for this plan.
 8. Our real concern is that our children are believers in Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ and 

stimulate Positive Volition toward Bible Doctrine and consistent study and spiritual 
growth.

 9. Violent death can some suddenly but Job 5:26 reinforces the fact that we will  come to 
the grave in full vigor and God knows the exact time for us to depart this life.

 10. As long as we are alive and God wants us on this earth nothing not any disaster nor 
violence can take us off this earth and when it is our time nothing can keep us here.

 11. We will die as a mature believer who has accomplished the Plan of God for his life 
remaining under his Positive Volition and when the Lord takes us home we are at the 
peak of our Spiritual Maturity with Sharing the Happiness of God and full confidence 
in Bible Doctrine.

 12. Fear of death or dying hold  no hold on us and there is no hopeless anxiety nor desperate 
anguish for the Spiritually Mature believer.

 13. When we die we will be at the peak of our life.
 14. At whatever age the Lord takes us home as a believer with maximum Metabolized Bible 

Doctrine in the Stream of Consciousness of the Soul we will have a full and wonderful 
life.

Job 5:21
v21: You will be protected and hide yourself, delivered from the lash or scourge of the tongue in social disasters from 
maligning, neither will you be afraid of destruction, violent death, ruin, oppression, tyranny, when it comes because of Dying 
Grace.
v22: You will relax and laugh with a sense of humor from Relaxed Mental Attitude from Bible Doctrine in the Stream of 
Consciousness of the Soul at violent physical death and at economic depression because of dying grace and super grace in time, 
neither will you be afraid of wild animals or violent death nor any dangerous instruments of death.
v23: For your contract with or be in a treaty with the stones of the battlefield the artillery or weapons of destruction of the 
military, and the wild animals of the field which kill man like conventional weapons will be at peace with you and pass you by, 
or will not destroy you until the Lord is ready for you to die, 
v24: Therefore you will know that your residence in time of disaster or your human body in time of death is in a state of 
prosperity in peace (Mature believers live in security from the Wall of Fire provided by God and die with minimum pain) and 



you will inspect your homestead and will miss nothing and after death you will visit your home in heaven and not fear forfeit 
of your rewards or blessings
v25: And You will also know from application of Bible Doctrine that your seed or descendants or the Human Race in 
general will be numerous and the pivot great and that the Human Race will continue on and be able to adjust to your death 
and the nation perpetuated and your spiritual offspring shall be as the grass of the earth from blessing by association and 
historical impact.
v26: You will come to your grave in full vigor at the peak of your life for the mature believer, like a shock of corn comes in 
its season as the Timing and Plan of God in Grace is perfect.
v27: Behold this doctrine of Divine protection, Death and Dying Grace, we have researched, investigated and studied it, so 
it is,  Hear and learn it and know it applying it for yourself for your own good.

 H. Our objective for this coming year is to be ready with spiritual growth.
 1. Before we go broke or lose loved ones or maligning or dying on the battlefield, or 

national disaster we must UNDERSTAND THIS AND KNOW IT FOR OUR SELVES.
 2. Our stability and happiness comes only from Metabolized Bible Doctrine in our Stream 

of Consciousness of the Soul personally.
 3. We must learn it and be consistently positive for it.

 III. In 2014 we will see disaster in one form or another.
 A. We will possibly see, economic, social, military or other violent disaster in this coming year.
 B. The trends of history put us on this road to disaster inevitably.
 C. ONLY God can overrule such obvious destructive trends in our society.
 D. We have an input to the decline as we are mandated to prepare for disaster with Perception, 

Cognition, Inculcation, Metabolization & Application of Bible Doctrine.
 E. In this preparation is the confidence of divine intervention
 F. God honors those who honor his word and preserves those personally and nationally who   

grow in the Spiritual Life and glorify him and are witnesses for the prosecution of the Angelic 
Conflict.

 G. We have that confidence and are prepared for anything.
 H. This new year is a time for intense preparation and a time to relax as things deteriorate more and 

more.
 I. This is the 100th anniversary of the greatest cataclysms in Human History called World War I 

which effected the entire world.
 J. From 1914 to 1918 the world was changed as we knew it and things are still being effected by 

this catastrophe.
 K. History repeats itself in this 100 year anniversary.
 L. We have preparation for disaster and we must believe and apply it and trust in it and must 

remember JOB.
 M. This will be a good year for those who grow in grace and knowledge of Jesus of Nazareth, The 

Christ no matter what happens in this nation or to us personally.
 N. What job offers is what the Grace of God can do in the worst of disaster.


